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The World Almanac & Book of Facts
Canadian News Facts
Illinois Technograph
Features information on nations, states, and cities, celebrities, sports,
consumerism, the arts, health and nutrition, United States and world history, and
numerous other subjects

Bus Facts
From the Franco-Spanish War in Florida to the Persian Gulf War, this chronological
presentation includes alternate names; significance; background; causes of the
war; preparations for war; declaration of war; combatants; geographic and
strategic considerations; battles and campaigns; home front; international
developments; negotiations and peace treaty; results of the war: casualties, costs,
consequences; military innovations, tactics, equipment; legends and trivia; notable
phrases; songs; historical perspectives and controversies; civilian and military
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Facts & Figures on Government Finance
Did you know that Hitler was named Time Magazine's Man of The Year? Or that
there was a bear named Wojtek that worked in the Polish army? Did you know that
the British were able to create artificial moonlight during night-time battles? World
War II was one of the most important events in 20th century history, and it shaped
the course of Europe forever. But few people truly know about all the crazy things
that went on during this turbulent time. From exploding balloons to the attempted
"death ray" that eventually evolved into the radar, inside this book you'll discover
all the gritty details and wacky facts about World War II that you'd never hear in a
history class. Discover how this war began, why it was the most destructive conflict
in history, and even how one weapon could fire a shell three miles (five kilometers)
away and still destroy six feet (two meters) of concrete. The perfect gift for historyloving kids, grandkids, nieces and nephews, this book delves into all the conflicts in
the war, including Germany's disastrous invasion of Russia, the air raids that
decimated much of London, and why the US started communicating in the Navajo
language. So discover the famous battles, the military masterminds, and all the
experimental weapons that shaped the course of world history and left a profound
and lasting mark on modern life and culture. What are you waiting for? Scroll up
and click the 'Buy Now' button to discover World War II like never before!
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The Human Interest Library: Leaders of all times
The Armchair Reader series will entertain and enlighten with spellbinding
anecdotes, little known stories, and fascinating facts. Take a front-row seat and
delve into tales of astounding feats, unmatched heroism, unfathomable mistakes,
and electrifying exploits from the European and Pacific theaters of World War II.

World War II
Facts on File Yearbook
Facts about the American Wars
Mineral Facts and Problems
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It's 1945, and the world is in the grip of war. Hideki lives with his family on the
island of Okinawa, near Japan. When the Second World War crashes onto his
shores, Hideki is drafted to fight for the Japanese army. He is handed a grenade
and a set of instructions: Don't come back until you've killed an American soldier.
Ray, a young American Marine, has just landed on Okinawa. This is Ray's first-ever
battle, and he doesn't know what to expect -- or if he'll make it out alive. All he
knows that the enemy is everywhere. Hideki and Ray each fight their way across
the island, surviving heart-pounding ambushes and dangerous traps. But then the
two of them collide in the middle of the battle And choices they make in that single
instant will change everything. Alan Gratz, New York Times bestselling author of
Refugee, returns with this high-octane story of how fear and war tear us apart, but
how hope and redemption tie us together. Reviews for Refugee: "An absolute must
read for people of all ages" - Hannah Greendale, Goodreads "Like RJ Palacio's
Wonder, this book should be mandatory reading" - Skip, Goodreads "I liked how the
book linked history with adventure, and combined to make a realistic storyline for
all three characters" - AJH, aged 11, Toppsta

250 World War 1 Facts For Kids - Interesting Events & History
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This #1 bestselling almanac provides a compact and affordable source of up-toPage 5/15
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date, accurate, and useful information on thousands of topics. Millions of people
are discovering that they need to purchase The World Almanac and Book of Facts
each year to keep abreast of national and world events and to consult for
information on an endless array of topics and issues. 32 pages of full-color photos,
maps and flags.

Air Transport Facts and Figures
South Dakota in World War II
The United States Catalog
The World Almanac and Book of Facts, 1995
Ten Eventful Years
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Scientific Manpower
Features information on nations, states, and cities, celebrities, sports,
consumerism, the arts, health and nutrition, United States and world history, and
numerous other subjects

Book Review Index 1998 Cumulation
Even the most knowledgeable World War II buff will appreciate this treasury of
unusual and intriguing information about the battles, backgrounds, and players in
the Allied and Axis powers.

CA Te Am Anthem 2007 Mod
The Second World War
Gathers information about the climate, population, religion, language, history,
government, foreign relations, economy, and social conditions of each country and
lists Web sites
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World War II
Accident Facts
Facts about the British Prime Ministers
Did you know that plastic surgery was first introduced in WWI? Did you know that
British soldiers drank so much tea during WWI, that at some point the military
enforced rations of six pints of tea per soldier per day? Did you know that horse
lives were more valuable than human lives at some point during the war? The
second world war is common knowledge by this point, but far too many of us
overlook the so-called "war to end all wars". If you look beneath the surface, there
are tons of hilarious facts and gritty details just waiting to be discovered. From the
military trying to train seagulls to ships being made out of concrete, this brilliant
fact book explores WWI like never before, delving into the trenches and
showcasing the military masterminds, weird and wacky weapons, and
unconventional battle strategies that marked this turbulent time in history. You'll
discover why soldiers lived in constant fear of gas attacks, the very first tanks ever
made, and a whole host of other crazy and little-known facts that you were never
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taught in History class. A birthday present or holiday gift for curious kids,
grandkids, nieces and nephews, this fact book is guaranteed to provide hours and
hours of fun! So grab your your gas mask and your rifle and get ready to dive into
this world-changing war - who knows, you might just learn something new along
the way! What're you waiting for? Knowledge is power! Scroll up and click the 'Buy
Now' button now to discover the wacky world of WWI facts!

The World Almanac and Book of Facts, 2002
The World War II Bookshelf
500 World War I & II Facts - Interesting Events & History
Information To Win Trivia
"The World Almanac 2004" continues the 135-year tradition of editorial excellence
and sales success, and provides today's readers with the information they need,
available anytime, anywhere.

Facts Series
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The Vertical File Service Catalog
Facts on Communism: The Soviet Union, from Lenin to
Khrushchev
The World Almanac and Book of Facts 2004
'Book Review Index' provides quick access to reviews of books, periodicals, books
on tape and electronic media representing a wide range of popular, academic and
professional interests. More than 600 publications are indexed, including journals
and national general interest publications and newspapers. 'Book Review Index' is
available in a three-issue subscription covering the current year or as an annual
cumulation covering the past year.

The World Almanac and Book of Facts
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Facts about France
Did you know that in 1938, the year before WWII, Hitler was Time Magazine's Man
of The Year? Did you know that at some point during WWI, horse lives were more
valuable than human lives? Did you know that British soldiers drank so much tea
during WWI, that at some point the military enforced rations of six pints of tea per
soldier per day? During this time the most important events in 20th century history
took place and it shaped the course of Europe forever. But few people truly know
about all the crazy things that went on during this turbulent time. From the military
trying to train seagulls to ships being made out of concrete, this brilliant fact book
explores the wars like never before, delving into the trenches and showcasing the
military masterminds, weird and wacky weapons, and unconventional battle
strategies that marked this turbulent time in history. The perfect gift for historyloving kids, grandkids, nieces and nephews, this book delves into all the conflicts in
the war, including Germany's disastrous invasion of Russia, the air raids that
decimated much of London, and why the US started communicating in the Navajo
language. So discover the famous battles, the military masterminds, and all the
experimental weapons that shaped the course of world history and left a profound
and lasting mark on modern life and culture.

Facts about the World's Nations
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The World Almanac and Book of Facts, 2006
Presents a history of the House and Senate from the 1st through the first session of
the 104th Congress and includes a chronology of congressional actions and a
listing of major bills passed

Steel Facts
Mill & Factory
Mineral Facts and Problems
Grenade
Dunnigan creates the ultimate library on World War II by ranking the top 50 mustreads on the subject. Stouffer, which captures the thoughts and experiences of the
American G.I during battle.
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Facts about the Congress
A masterful and comprehensive chronicle of World War II, by internationally
bestselling historian Antony Beevor. Over the past two decades, Antony Beevor
has established himself as one of the world's premier historians of WWII. His multiaward winning books have included Stalingrad and The Fall of Berlin 1945. Now, in
his newest and most ambitious book, he turns his focus to one of the bloodiest and
most tragic events of the twentieth century, the Second World War. In this searing
narrative that takes us from Hitler's invasion of Poland on September 1st, 1939 to
V-J day on August 14, 1945 and the war's aftermath, Beevor describes the conflict
and its global reach -- one that included every major power. The result is a
dramatic and breathtaking single-volume history that provides a remarkably
intimate account of the war that, more than any other, still commands attention
and an audience. Thrillingly written and brilliantly researched, Beevor's grand and
provocative account is destined to become the definitive work on this complex,
tragic, and endlessly fascinating period in world history, and confirms once more
that he is a military historian of the first rank.
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